
ALEXIS GONZALES
2018 RESERVE LOT OFFERING

COUNTRY

REGION

FARM

ELEVATION

VARIETY

PROCESSING

HARVEST SEASON

COLOMBIA

ACEVEDO, HUILA

LOS AIPES

1,450 MASL

COLOMBIA

WASHED

OCTOBER-DECEMBER 2018

A number of years ago Passenger made a decision to focus our Colombian sourcing primarily in Huila - specifically South-
ern Huila. One town in particular has captured our hearts and entranced our palates: Acevedo. A frontier town in many 
senses, Acevedo sits nestled inside the meeting point of two of the three primary mountain ranges that the Andes split into. 
The socio-political result of this geographical location is that up until relatively recently Acevedo was a FARC stronghold. 
The FARC (The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, or in Spanish: Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia) 
was a guerrilla movement involved in the continued Colombian armed conflict from 1964 to 2017. The Guerrilla were able to 
use Acevedo’s immediate proximity to the jungle for hiding and protection while using the town itself as a place of com-
merce. Owing to the fact that the FARC was funded by kidnap and ransom, illegal mining, extortion or taxation of various 
forms of economic activity and the taxation, production, and distribution of illegal drugs, this was not an ideal situation for 
Acevedo (or the numerous other towns in Colombia with a strong FARC presence). 

Also due to the relative proximity to the jungle, the micro-climate result of the geographical placement of Acevedo is warm 
days with very cool nights and regular cloud cover. This micro-climate provides ideal conditions for quality specialty coffee 
production. The first time our green buying team tasted a table of coffees from Acevedo we were blown away by the depth 
of flavor and complexity found in the coffees.

In 2016 our team helped to organize the inaugural Acevedo Cup, a competition to find and reward the best lots from the 
winter harvest in Acevedo. This lot comes to us from producer Alexis Gonzales’ farm Los Aipes and took 7th place in the 
third annual Acevedo Cup.

A bright tropical character reminiscent of lychee on the nose makes way for a cup that is full of 
big, sweet low notes of black currant and caramel.IN THE CUP

Alexis Gonzales’ farm, Los Aipes, in Acevedo, Huila placed 7th in the third annual Acevedo Cup. 
This 100% Colombia variety lot is incredibly clean, a testament to the excellent cherry selection 
and processing on Los Aipes.
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